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Disease recovery in bats affected by white-nose syndrome

ABSTRACT
Processes associated with recovery of survivors are understudied
components of wildlife infectious diseases. White-nose syndrome
(WNS) in bats provides an opportunity to study recovery of disease
survivors, understand implications of recovery for individual
energetics, and assess the role of survivors in pathogen
transmission. We documented temporal patterns of recovery from
WNS in little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus) following hibernation to
test the hypotheses that: (1) recovery of wing structure from WNS
matches a rapid time scale (i.e. approximately 30 days) suggested by
data from free-ranging bats; (2) torpor expression plays a role in
recovery; (3) wing physiological function returns to normal alongside
structural recovery; and (4) pathogen loads decline quickly during
recovery. We collected naturally infected bats at the end of
hibernation, brought them into captivity, and quantified recovery
over 40 days by monitoring body mass, wing damage,
thermoregulation, histopathology of wing biopsies, skin surface
lipids and fungal load. Most metrics returned to normal within
30 days, although wing damage was still detectable at the end of
the study. Torpor expression declined overall throughout the study,
but bats expressed relatively shallow torpor bouts – with a plateau in
minimum skin temperature – during intensive healing between
approximately days 8 and 15. Pathogen loads were nearly
undetectable after the first week of the study, but some bats were
still detectably infected at day 40. Our results suggest that healing
bats face a severe energetic imbalance during early recovery from
direct costs of healing and reduced foraging efficiency. Management
of WNS should not rely solely on actions during winter, but should
also aim to support energy balance of recovering bats during spring
and summer.
KEY WORDS: Healing, Heterothermy, Histology, Lipid profiles,
Myotis lucifugus, Wildlife disease

INTRODUCTION

Wildlife infectious diseases are increasing globally owing, in
part, to human encroachment into natural habitats and increased
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travel and trade (Daszak et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2008). Dynamic
population models are often used to describe the processes of
infection and survival or recovery. In the classic SIR framework
(susceptible, infected, recovered; Anderson and May, 1978),
susceptible individuals in a population (S) become infected (I)
and a subset of these survive disease pathology, after which they are
considered recovered (R). In the context of so-called ‘conservation
pathogens’ (Willis, 2015) which can cause high host mortality,
understanding the transition from I to R is crucial because
management actions that support the I–R transition may be
among the most effective for conservation and recovery of host
populations (Fenner, 2010), especially for hosts with long
generation times (Vander Wal et al., 2013; Carlson et al., 2014).
Recovery involves restoration of physiological and behavioral
function, and healing of tissues damaged by disease. Therefore,
recovery from severe disease often involves a pronounced period
during which physiological, behavioral and reproductive
performance are impaired by the direct effects of damaged tissue
or indirect effects of reallocation of resources to recovery
(Peckarsky et al., 1993; Sheriff et al., 2009; Bowerman et al., 2010).
Although hosts regenerate damaged tissue, restore homeostasis
and clear infection during the transition from I to R (Smith, 1994),
lingering infection can still negatively affect recovery through
immune responses that counteract healing (e.g. tissue damage
owing to inflammation; Meteyer et al., 2012). Recovery can also
influence host–host transmission and infection dynamics.
Individual pathogen load, and potential to shed pathogens, likely
declines during recovery compared with earlier disease stages.
However, in the case of some pathogens, clearing infection can
increase shedding of the active pathogen to susceptible conspecifics
or to an environmental reservoir (Langwig et al., 2015;
Huebschman et al., 2019). Despite surviving disease, a recovering
host may still spread a pathogen to naïve hosts or new populations.
Therefore, quantifying pathogen loads during recovery is important
for understanding links between recovery of individuals and their
potential to transmit a pathogen throughout their population.
Fungal diseases of wildlife have received recent attention, as they
appear to be increasing with climate change and economic
globalization, and because they have caused catastrophic
population declines in a range of taxa (Fisher et al., 2012). Fungal
pathogens of vertebrates tend to target the skin and structures in the
skin (e.g. hair follicles, glands), or glandular products of the skin
(Meteyer et al., 2009; Rosenblum et al., 2010; Martel et al., 2013).
These pathogens cause physiological disruption by permeating the
skin, which can lead to mortality (Voyles et al., 2009; Cryan et al.,
2010; Martel et al., 2013; Warnecke et al., 2013; Verant et al.,
2014), but for hosts that do not suffer mortality, there are often latent
challenges associated with skin damage, including structural
changes to locomotor and sensory organs (Parris and Beaudoin,
2004; Reichard and Kunz, 2009; Venesky et al., 2009; Chatfield
et al., 2013; Hanlon et al., 2015), which can influence survival and
reproduction after primary pathology has subsided.
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List of symbols and abbreviations
GAMM
GC
HI
MS
PC
PCA
qPCR
SIR
Ta
Tb
Tsk
Tsk,min
UV
WNS

generalized additive mixed model
gas chromatograph
heterothermy index
mass spectrometer
principal component
principal component analysis
quantitative PCR
susceptible – infected – recovered
ambient temperature
body temperature
skin temperature
daily minimum skin temperature
ultraviolet
white-nose syndrome

White-nose syndrome (WNS) is a fungal disease, caused by
Pseudogymnoascus destructans, that affects hibernating bats and
provides an opportunity to understand the recovery phase of disease,
as individuals transition from I to R in the SIR framework. WNS is
thought to cause mortality through skin damage and physiological
disruption (Cryan et al., 2010; Warnecke et al., 2013; Verant et al.,
2014). Although WNS causes high mortality in many North
American species, there is now evidence of survivors persisting
years after initial population declines in some affected regions
(Dobony et al., 2011; Reichard et al., 2014; Langwig et al., 2017).
These individuals have persisted despite the pathophysiological
consequences of P. destructans during winter hibernation, when most
mortality occurs, and have also survived lingering impacts of the
disease, including low body mass and severe wing damage (Reichard
and Kunz, 2009), that occur after hibernation. Understanding the
processes by which bats endure and recover from WNS may help in
the development of disease mitigation strategies.
There are multiple consequences of wing damage for individuals
with WNS. Damage to the epithelium and pilosebaceous units
reduces total lipids on flight membranes (Pannkuk et al., 2015). Skin
surface lipids protect and lubricate while providing antimicrobial
benefits (Desbois and Smith, 2010), so these changes could impact
wing condition and increase secondary infections during recovery.
Structural changes to flight membranes, such as scabs, holes and
loss of sensory hairs, may also reduce flight efficiency (SterbingD’Angelo et al., 2011; Voigt, 2013; Marshall et al., 2015). Impaired
flight performance will reduce foraging success of recovering bats
during a time when insect abundance is often low and ephemeral
(Anthony and Kunz, 1977). This could, in turn, reduce fitness of
WNS survivors because they must reallocate resources from
reproduction to tissue healing and accumulation of fat stores.
Recovering bats may also need to depend more heavily on torpor
[i.e. reduced body temperature (Tb) and metabolic rate], which is
known to slow fetal development and delay parturition (Racey and
Swift, 1981; Racey, 1982). Given these effects, WNS provides an
opportunity to study recovery from disease and the ecological
effects of sublethal injury.
We conducted a longitudinal study of post-WNS recovery in little
brown bats [Myotis lucifugus (Le Conte 1831)] naturally infected
with P. destructans, to address three objectives: (1) determine the
duration of the post-hibernation healing period and describe the
healing process; (2) determine how skin structure and function are
restored during healing; and (3) quantify prevalence and intensity of
infection throughout healing. To address objective 1, we first tested
whether body mass and wing damage would recover to a normal,
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healthy state at a rate consistent with free-ranging bats during spring
(Fuller et al., 2011). Second, we tested whether torpor use plays a role
in the healing process, especially during early healing, because this is
the phase of recovery when bats are most likely to face negative
energy balance. We predicted that bats would recover body mass and
wing integrity within 30 days of removal from late hibernation and
arrival at our captive facility and that torpor use would be greatest
during the early phases of healing, when bats face the most
pronounced energetic investment in tissue regeneration but have the
lowest body mass and smallest energy reserves. To address objective
2, we quantified skin surface lipids as a proxy for wing physiological
function and conducted histological analysis of healing wing tissue to
test the hypothesis that wing surface lipids would recover on the same
timescale as body mass and wing structure. We predicted that the skin
surface lipid profile (relative proportions of different fatty acids)
would change throughout healing, back to a lipid profile reflective of
normal, healthy skin (Pannkuk et al., 2014). To address objective 3,
we collected standardized swabs for qPCR analysis of pathogen load
to test the hypothesis that the potential of bats to spread P. destructans
declines as they heal and recover. We predicted that recovering bats
would clear infection on a similar time scale as recovery from other
aspects of disease pathology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Between 27 and 30 April 2013, we collected 16 male little brown
bats from two sites near Ottawa, Canada. Sites were WNS-positive
for 3–5 years at the time of collection (USFWS, 2019; https://www.
whitenosesyndrome.org/static-page/wns-spread-maps). We visited
sites at the end of hibernation to increase the likelihood that
individuals we collected would have survived the disease in the
wild. We removed torpid bats from walls/ceilings of hibernacula by
hand and placed them into clean, individually numbered cloth
holding bags. We recorded mass (±0.1 g), forearm length
(±0.1 mm) and wing damage score following Reichard and Kunz
(2009) for all bats at the time of capture. We also photographed both
wings of each bat (see below). To confirm infection, we used
standard protocols (e.g. Bernard et al., 2017) to collect swabs for
qPCR analysis (see below). Each bat was fitted with a temperature
datalogger (iButton, Maxim Integrated Products, San Jose, CA,
USA) to record skin temperature (Tsk; ±0.5°C) every 15 min so we
could quantify torpor use. Modified iButtons (Lovegrove, 2009;
Reeder et al., 2012) were attached to the intrascapular region using
ostomy cement (Ostobond, Montreal Ostomy, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada). Bats were then transported to the University of Winnipeg
in a temperature-controlled chamber (8°C) lined with wet towels to
maintain high humidity, as described by Warnecke et al. (2012).
At the University of Winnipeg, bats were housed in a flight cage
(2.24 m long×1 m wide×2.42 m high) inside a biosecure animal
holding room maintained at an ambient temperature (Ta) of 18°C
and 60% relative humidity with a light:dark cycle matching the
natural photoperiod at the latitude of the capture site (11 h:13 h
light:dark). The temperature (18°C) and humidity (60%) represent
the minimum temperature and maximum humidity that could be
maintained by the air handling system in the facility. When first
brought into the facility, bats were hand fed mealworms, gut-loaded
by housing them in a mix of wheat, powdered milk and nutrient
supplements (calcium, minerals and vitamins) following Lollar and
French (1998), Racey (1970), and advice from colleagues with
expertise in bat husbandry (P. Faure, personal communication). This
diet is high in calories and fat and provides essential nutrients
(Lollar and French, 1998). Little is known about the natural diet of
little brown bats during this time of year, but little brown bats are
2
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generalist predators and consume a wide variety of insect taxa.
Mealworms are likely high in saturated fat, especially palmitic acid
(16:0), relative to a natural diet (Jones et al., 1972; Dreassi et al.,
2017), but we provided the nutritional supplement Nutri-cal
(Tomlyn Veterinary Science, Fort Worth, TX, USA) to ensure
bats obtained essential fatty acids and other nutrients during the
initial 10 days of captivity, until they learned to self-feed. Once all
bats were self-feeding, mealworms and water were provided ad
libitum on a small table in the center of the flight cage. We could not
perfectly replicate a natural diet but the mealworm medium plus
nutritional supplements provided a variety of essential vitamins,
minerals and fatty acids that reasonably approximate the diet
available to wild animals.
Roosting space was provided by a three-chamber wooden bat box
mounted on a pole 2.5 m above the floor and several large towels
that were hung on the side of the cage. Little brown bats are difficult
to maintain in captivity during the active season and, in the absence
of data on their preferred roost temperatures during spring, we
provided a range of roost temperatures to allow bats to choose a
preferred temperature and reduce stress, and to better approximate
the kind of environmental variation they might experience in the
wild. Therefore, the back chamber of the roost box was equipped
with a heating coil designed for reptile terraria (Exoterra
Temperature Heating Cable, 12 V; Rolf C. Hagen Group,
Mansfield, MA, USA) connected to a thermostat (Ranco Nema
4× Electircal Temperature Control; Invensys, Plain City, OH, USA)
set to 30°C, slightly below the lower end of the thermoneutral zone
for little brown bats (Stones and Wiebers, 1965, Speakman and
Thomas, 2003; see Wilcox and Willis, 2016 for description of
heated box). Thus, the box provided a range of temperatures from
18°C to 30°C. To our knowledge, there are no data available on
temperatures of roosts selected by little brown bats immediately
after emergence from hibernation. Although 30°C is likely warm
relative to roosts used by free-ranging little brown bats in the wild,
many roosts, especially those in the roofs of buildings, could
provide temperatures this high owing to solar heat gain, while also
providing a range of colder temperatures. Thus, while the roosting
environment in our captive setting was artificial, it provided a range
of temperatures approximating what bats might access in the wild.
Some bats roosted inside the heated box daily and others often
roosted on the mesh wall of the flight cage. No bats were found
roosting in the towels. Before and after handling bats, all equipment
was disinfected in a 1:16 solution of Accel® Disinfectant (Virox
Technologies, Oakville, ON, Canada).
We monitored the healing process for 40 days from the date of
capture, recording data or collecting samples to quantify body mass,
wing damage, torpor expression, skin surface lipids, histopathology
and the presence of fungus at intervals ranging from daily to once

during a 2 week period (Fig. 1). To reduce stress, we only conducted
lipid sampling, tissue collection for histopathology and swabbing
for qPCR analysis five times throughout the study. Sampling that
was less disruptive to the bats (i.e. body mass, wing photographs)
was conducted more often (Fig. 1).
We recorded body mass (±0.1 g) twice daily during the first
12 days of captivity, between 09:00 and 12:00 h and 16:00 and
18:00 h, to identify individuals that required hand-feeding, and to
identify distressed bats for humane euthanasia, based on rapidly
declining body mass. All 16 bats were suffering from advanced
WNS at the time of capture and five required euthanasia (via CO2
exposure under isoflurane anesthesia) during the first 2 weeks of the
study. However, after this initial period, the remaining bats gained
body mass and survived to the completion of the study. Thus, for all
variables in this study, except for torpor expression data (see below),
our sample size was 11 animals.
We captured digital photographs to document changes in wing
damage during the recovery process. We photographed bat wings
transilluminated with white fluorescent light at 15 time points and
with ultraviolet (UV) light at eight time points (Fig. 1) following
techniques established by Reichard and Kunz (2009), modified by
Fuller et al. (2011) for visible light wavelengths (approximately
390–700 nm) and by Turner et al. (2014) for long-wave UV light
(366–385 nm). We documented four visually distinct categories of
wing membrane deformation based on photo analysis (see Results).
Damage that was apparent using white fluorescent illumination was
categorized as either black lesions or white discoloration (Fig. S1A).
Illumination with UV light revealed areas of orange and teal
fluorescence (Fig. S1B). Black lesions and orange and teal
fluorescence were typically present in discrete points, and thus
were quantified based on the number of points, whereas white spots
visible under fluorescent light were more globular and diffuse, so we
quantified these based on total area. To determine the amount (mean
number of lesions across both wings) and extent (total damaged area
across both wings) of each type of wing damage, we used the region
of interest selector and manager in ImageJ (v1.47; Schneider et al.,
2012) following Fuller et al. (2011). Scale was provided by a
Canadian $1 coin. Small areas of the wing were obscured by fingers
of researchers holding the bats in some photos, so we only used
damage to the plagiopatagium, which was always well illuminated
and clearly visible, for statistical analysis (Fuller et al., 2011). All
photographic analysis was conducted by one researcher (N.W.F.)
for consistency.
We quantified torpor expression by calculating daily
heterothermy index (a metric that combines depth and duration of
torpor; Boyles et al., 2011, Boyles, 2019) and daily minimum Tsk
(Tsk,min) for each bat with at least 20 days of Tsk data (n=7). We
chose 20 days because by day 25 of the study some bats had shed
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Fig. 1. Timeline of sampling events during this study. Colored dots indicate that a sample was collected during the corresponding day of the study. Day −5 to
day 0 represents capture and transport to the University of Winnipeg. Mass was recorded twice daily (between 09:00 and 12:00 h and again between 16:00 and
18:00 h) during the first 12 days of the study as part of a monitoring strategy to provide care for recovering bats and to identify individuals that required humane
euthanasia.
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their temperature dataloggers. Filtering the data at day 20 ensured
that we presented information from a time during which all bats
experienced the same conditions. Daily heterothermy index (HI)
was calculated following Boyles et al. (2011) for each bat on each
day. Because HI is most useful in a comparative context, we used HI
values as a measure of overall change in torpor expression per
individual over time. To account for high body temperatures during
handling, we excluded Tsk measurements from 09:00 to 12:00 h on
each handling day, and 16:00 to 18:00 h during the first 12 days of
the study when bats were handled twice daily, and the entire
daylight period on days when we conducted invasive sampling
(Fig. 1).
To measure skin function, we collected wing surface lipids
following Pannkuk et al. (2014) from each individual at the same
five time points as swabbing and histological sampling (Fig. 1). We
selected a location on the plagiopatagium by targeting an area of UV
fluorescence. We affixed a strip of SebuTape® (CuDerm
Corporation, Dallas, TX, USA) to the wing for 1 min and then
removed it with forceps. We placed the strip into a 4 ml vial with a
Teflon® lined cap (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA)
containing approximately 2 ml of 3:2 chloroform:methanol with
0.1% butylated hydroxytoluene (VWR International, Radnor, PA,
USA) to prevent oxidation of lipids. The vials were held at −20°C
for 12 h, after which we removed the SebuTape® strips and stored
the samples at −20°C for up to 30 days. Samples were shipped on
dry ice overnight to the Arkansas Biosciences Institute (Jonesboro,
AR, USA), and stored at −20°C prior to analysis.
The collected surface lipids were esterified to fatty acid methyl
esters (FAMEs) and quantified on a Varian (Santa Clara, CA, USA)
450-gas chromatograph (GC) unit equipped with an Agilent
Durabond HP-88 column and a Varian CP-8400 autosampler
coupled to an ion trap Varian 240-MS/4000 mass spectrometer
(MS). Operating conditions for GC injector temperatures, transfer
line temperatures, EI-MS, manifold, transfer-line and trap
temperatures were performed as previously described (Pannkuk
et al., 2013, 2014). Target peaks were identified by reference to an
authentic standard and matching electron ionization spectra to the
NIST/EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Library (NIST 11) and the NIST
Mass Spectral Search Program (Version 2.0f, Gaithersburg, MD,
USA). We excluded fatty acids that represented <1% of the total
from analysis. Proportions of major fatty acids were arcsine-square
root transformed for analysis.
We collected wing biopsies from each bat twice, once from each
wing at an interval of 1 to 2 weeks apart (Fig. 1). The subset of bats
sampled on each sampling day was determined randomly. We
located bright areas of fluorescence to biopsy by transilluminating
the wing with UV light. Later in the study, after fluorescence
subsided, we targeted lesions that were visually distinct with white
light transillumination. To prevent contraction of biopsied tissue,
the dorsal side of the wing was lightly moistened with water using a
cotton swab, which adhered the skin to a small nitrocellulose
filter (0.22 µm pore size; Millipore Corporation, catalog no. GSWP
013 00). The tissue was then excised using a 6 mm biopsy punch
(Tru-Punch™, Sklar Corp., West Chester, PA, USA), and held
between two sponges inside a histology cassette. Biopsies were
stored in 10% formalin for >48 h (up to 2 weeks) and embedded in
paraffin. We aligned biopsies in embedding molds so that the
resulting sections would be lateral transects of tissue and sectioned
at 4 µm. We modified an established protocol for periodic acid–
Schiff staining for P. destructans (Meteyer et al., 2009), using light
green counterstain (Electron Microscopy Sciences, catalog no.
17920) to enhance contrast of fungal tissue.
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We used a compound light microscope (40X magnification,
Model CM E, Leica Microsystems, Buffalo, NY, USA) to quantify
the extent of fungal growth, number of cupping erosions and
proportion of the tissue with inflammatory crust on the skin surface.
We quantified the extent of fungal growth by dividing the section
into 10 equally sized parts and counting the number that contained
fungal hyphae. We counted the number of cupping erosions and
estimated the proportion of the section in which inflammatory crust
was the major feature as described by Meteyer et al. (2009). Small
sample sizes precluded statistical analyses of histology data, and our
description of histology results is qualitative, because we were
limited to one sample per wing from a few individuals.
We quantified fungal load via quantitative PCR (qPCR) by
collecting swabs of the flight membranes at capture and at each of
our five weekly time points (Fig. 1). We also swabbed favored
roosting areas, such as inside the heated box and mesh walls of the
flight cages, to determine whether roosting areas harbored fungus.
We followed standard swabbing protocols (Bernard et al., 2017) and
stored swabs in RNAlater at −20°C until they were shipped on dry
ice to Northern Arizona University for qPCR analysis following
Muller et al. (2013), using 40 cycles as a cut-off for a positive
detection.
All statistical analyses were performed in R (v3.1.1; https://www.
r-project.org/). We used generalized additive mixed models
(GAMMs) to describe non-linear patterns and included individual
as a random effect to account for repeated measures. In all cases, we
included the day of the study on which the measurement was taken
(hereafter ‘day of measurement’) as the smoothing term. All models
followed the format y=s(day of measurement), with y as the variable
of interest (e.g. mass, wing damage, pathogen load) and s(day of
measurement) as a smoothing term for the non-linear relationships
generated by the GAMM analysis. To determine differences
between study days, we used pairwise Kruskal–Wallis tests,
followed by a post hoc Dunn’s test using Bonferroni correction to
account for multiple pairwise comparisons. We compared all days
with the initial measurement day for each variable. We used
principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of
the surface lipid data. We used the arc-sin transformed relative
proportions of fatty acids in the PCA and retained the first two
principal components (PCs) for evaluation. We used GAMMs to
plot the changes in PC1 and PC2 of the fatty acids over time, using
the same smoothing term as above. Significance was assessed at
0.05 and values are reported as means±s.e.m. All procedures were
conducted under Québec Ministère du Développement durable, de
l’Environnement, de la Faune et des Parcs and Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources permits and approved by the University of
Winnipeg Animal Care Committee.
RESULTS

Mean body mass at capture was 7.1±0.08 g and declined to 5.7±
0.09 g during the 2 days of transport to the University of Winnipeg.
However, individuals gained body mass (3.8±0.77 g) rapidly during
the study and mass plateaued at 9.0±0.23 g by day 24 (Fig. 2). Day
of measurement explained 72.6% of the variation in body mass
(F=514.9, edf=2.87, P<0.001; Fig. 2). Body mass increased above
initial body mass by day 12 of the study (H=233.2, d.f.=27,
Padj=0.028; Fig. 2). On day 17, a malfunction caused the lights to
remain on overnight and bats lost 1.3±0.25 g on this night but
quickly recovered once the system was repaired the following day
(Fig. 2, red points).
Healing progressed rapidly, although temporal trends varied with
the type of damage (Fig. 3A–E). Under visible light
4
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Fig. 2. Increasing body mass of little brown bats recovering from whitenose syndrome (WNS; n=11). Mean daily body mass is reported where body
mass was recorded twice in one day (days 0–12). The red points show a brief
decline in mass owing to a lighting malfunction on day 17, after which bats
regained mass rapidly. Mean body mass was greater than arrival mass by
day 12. The solid line indicates the GAMM model fit, and dashed lines
indicate ±2 s.e.

transillumination we observed two different types of wing damage.
Early in the healing process wing damage was characterized by
black lesions (Fig. 3B,C), while later in the healing process
(Fig. 3D) damaged wings were predominantly characterized by
white coloration (Fig. 4A,B). Day of measurement explained 64.2%
of the observed variation in black lesions (F=76.1, edf=2.96,
P<0.001), and 30.9% of the variation in white discoloration
(F=17.4, edf=2.89, P<0.001). Black lesions increased to peak
abundance by day 14 (mean lesion count: 391.4±50.2). After this
peak, mean lesion count declined by day 25 (mean lesion count:
207.2±28.6) and each day thereafter (H=85.5, d.f.=10, Padj=0.022).
White discoloration was minimal at the beginning of recovery
(mean discolored area: 0.17±0.09 cm2) and was not present in high
abundance until after peak abundance of black lesions (day 30,
mean discolored area: 3.80±0.97 cm2). Areas of white damage were
often preceded by black lesions (Fig. 3C,D).
Under UV transillumination, we observed two different types of
wing damage. Lesions characterized by orange and teal
fluorescence were both most abundant on the first day of
measurement (day 5, mean orange lesion count: 63.2±12.2; mean
teal lesion count: 22.6±6.3; Fig. 3A) and declined throughout
healing (Fig. 4C,D). Day of measurement explained 55.7% of the
variation in orange lesion count (F=52.0, edf=2.86, P<0.001).
Orange lesion count declined below initial values by day 20 (mean
lesion count: 2.9±1.8; H=58.89, d.f.=7, Padj>0.001), and remained
low. Teal lesions decreased from initial count by day 20 (mean
lesion count: 2.4±1.2; H=48.0, d.f.=7, Padj=0.022), and remained
low. Time of measurement explained 36.7% of the variation in teal
lesions (F=30.5, edf=2.39, P<0.001). Unlike black and white

damage, where black lesions appeared to give way to white
discoloration, there was no apparent association between orange and
teal lesions.
Torpor expression, based on the HI, declined over time
(R 2adj=0.156, F=27.7, edf=1, P<0.001) and daily Tsk,min increased
with time (R 2adj=0.126, F=23.87, edf=1, P<0.001), with a clear
plateau in Tsk,min during a period of rapid healing between days 8
and 15 (Fig. 5C). Bats with lower body mass used torpor more often
(R 2adj=0.273, F=26.9, edf=2.46, P<0.001) and used deeper torpor
than larger bats (R 2adj=0.147, F=36.4, edf=1.02, P<0.001), but there
was no direct relationship between wing damage score and torpor
expression (R 2adj=0.05, F=2.1, edf=1.92, P>0.05).
The most common skin surface free fatty acids were palmitic
(16:0), stearic (18:0), oleic (18:1n9) and linoleic acid (18:2n6),
which were present in varying proportions over time. The first two
components of a PCA explained 82% of the total variance in lipid
changes (61% and 21%, respectively) (Table S1, Fig. 6). The first
principal component (PC1) reflected saturation (saturated and
unsaturated fatty acids) while the second component (PC2) reflected
chain length. Unsaturated fatty acids [e.g. oleic, linoleic, α-linoleic
(18:3n3) and gondoic (20:1n9) acids] were common early but
declined within 30 days (R 2adj=0.734, F=73.7, edf=2.85, P<0.001)
while the proportion of saturated fatty acids (e.g. palmitic and stearic
acids) increased (R 2adj=0.529, F=26.0, edf=2.79, P<0.001; Fig. 6A).
Concurrent with a shift from unsaturated to saturated fatty acids,
fatty acid chain length varied, with long-chain fatty acids (18 carbon
chain) dominant early and late in recovery and a peak
period where very long-chain (>20 carbon chain) fatty acids were
dominant (Fig. 6B).
Histopathological examination revealed dramatic and rapid
changes in tissue structure and the presence of fungus. Initially,
fungal hyphae were abundant in all individuals (Fig. S2A), and
gradually decreased over time, with some bats clear of visible
fungus by day 25 and only one bat retaining fungus to day 40.
Fungus was mainly present in diffuse patches on the epidermis
(Fig. S2A,B). Later samples (e.g. days 25 and 40) showed small
fungal foci that were not interconnected and sometimes included
only a single hyphal fragment (Fig. S2C,D). Cupping erosions were
not common in the samples we analyzed. No more than one cupping
erosion was observed in a given sample (likely owing to our
sampling protocol, which targeted single points of fluorescence),
and no erosions were observed beyond day 14. Inflammatory crust
was present on all but one individual until day 40. Crusts were less
prevalent on days 5 and 7 compared with subsequent days. Crusts
were often associated with, or found to encase, large foci of
hyphae. Wing perforations resulted from areas where hyphal
aggregations had formed erosions in the membrane but were also
rare and did not arise until after day 25. Opposite sides of the
perforation showed evidence of rapid cell proliferation and
hyperkeratosis. We saw no evidence for specificity in fungal
invasion; skin structures such as glandular features and hair
follicles did not appear to be particularly susceptible to the fungus.
Presence of fungal hyphae closely matched results from qPCR of
wing swabs (see below).
Fungal growth was not extensive and not immediately apparent
on all bats at the time of capture but, upon close inspection, all
individuals had visual signs of WNS at capture and all swabs taken
at capture tested positive for P. destructans (mean fungal load:
7.0×10−4±2.0×10−4 ng). Fungal load decreased rapidly (R 2adj=0.412,
F=18.6, edf=2.86, P<0.001; Fig. 7) and, by day 7, load was lower
than at capture (mean fungal load: 2.5×10−5±6.21×10−6 ng; H=41.8,
d.f.=5, Padj=0.002). By day 14, load was near the limit of detection.
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Fig. 3. The progression of wing damage recovery
in survivors of WNS. At capture, wings appear
normal when viewed with white light. Within 5 days,
widespread fluorescence and lesions form on the
wing (A). Lesions include large areas of crusts and
scabs (B,C) that then develop into white discoloration
(D). By day 40 of recovery, wings are almost fully
healed, including contraction of large holes formed
from deep erosions (E). The large hole that appears
on day 14 is the result of sampling for histopathology
and not related to damage caused by WNS.

Capture

A

Day 5

B
Day 7

C

Day 14

D

Day 25

Day 40

Although histopathology only indicated fungus on one bat by
day 40, qPCR identified four bats that remained P. destructanspositive throughout. An additional three individuals cleared
infection and did not reacquire infection, while the remaining
four individuals cleared infection but became infected again, albeit
at very low levels.
DISCUSSION

Consistent with our predictions based on field data (Fuller et al.,
2011), captive bats in our study recovered to a normal state quickly
after hibernation, and most signs of disease, except wing damage,
were gone within 2 weeks. Skin structure and body condition

recovered over a time scale after hibernation consistent with other
studies of healing from WNS or other injuries in free-ranging and
captive bats (Faure et al., 2009; Weaver et al., 2009; Fuller et al.,
2011; Meteyer et al., 2011; Ceballos-Vasquez et al., 2015; Pollock
et al., 2015; Greville et al., 2018; Khayat et al., 2019; Davis and
Doster, 1972). Following pathogen clearance, tissue damage caused
by both the pathogen and inflammatory reactions (Meteyer et al.,
2011, 2012) started to heal, and within 30 days of the start of our
study, tissue damage was almost undetectable. Large holes and
formerly widespread necrotic spots healed, intensity of infection
subsided, and wing tissue resembled healthy skin both
macroscopically and microscopically (Fig. 3E, and Fig. S2).
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Variation in torpor expression and body condition appeared to
play a role in the healing process, suggesting that survivors of WNS
face a challenge for energetic optimization during recovery. Despite
ad libitum food and a range of roost temperatures, we observed
regular torpor use and often found bats roosting outside the box
where Ta would have facilitated torpor. Early in the healing process,
bats regularly reduced Tsk to Ta (18°C), using the deepest torpor
possible in our facility, presumably to maximize energy savings.
Torpor expression was greatest early during recovery, when bats had
the lowest body mass and most wing damage and torpor use
declined over time. However, during the period of most rapid tissue
restructuring (∼days 8 to 15) there was a clear plateau in Tsk,min
(Fig. 5C) during which bats defended relatively high Tsk as much as
5–10°C above Ta. Flexible use of torpor could represent a trade-off
between energy savings and immune function (Bouma et al., 2010).
Reduced torpor expression could also reflect a fever response
similar to that observed by Mayberry et al. (2018) for hibernating
bats with WNS during arousals, and we recommend that future
studies test this hypothesis by assessing expression of fevermediating cytokines during WNS recovery (Evans et al., 2015;
Lilley et al., 2017). WNS survivors must trade off investment in

energetically costly healing against the need to maintain energy
balance and, for females, investment in reproduction. For freeranging bats, energetic costs of healing will likely be exacerbated by
environmental conditions because, even without WNS, bats emerge
from hibernation at a time when food availability is variable and Ta
is still cold (Norquay et al., 2013). This suggests that torpor may
play an even more important role in allowing free-ranging bats with
WNS to budget energy in spring.
We were not able to detect a link between wing damage and
torpor expression statistically. However, given the importance of
metabolic processes for healing, and the downregulation of these
processes during torpor (Prendergast et al., 2002; Bouma et al.,
2010), we expect that such a connection exists in the wild. Our study
determined damage by measuring scabbed lesions that appear after
the post-hibernation peak inflammatory response to P. destructans
and wing fluorescence. These lesions provide a good measure of
overall wing damage but are not a direct index of the inflammatory
response, which is thought to cause wing damage (Meteyer et al.,
2012). In addition, variability in temporal patterns of torpor
expression and healing make it difficult to detect an explicit link
with a limited sample size. We recommend that future studies aim to
7
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Fig. 4. Wing damage in little brown bats recovering from WNS (n=11). Solid lines indicate smoothing curves based on GAMM and dashed lines represent ±2
s.e. (A) Black lesion count increased to a peak on day 14, and then declined thereafter. (B) There was no white discoloration apparent at capture. Discoloration
increased on day 14 and peaked on day 26. (C) Teal lesion count was high initially and declined continuously. (D) Orange lesion count followed a similar pattern to
orange lesions.
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directly connect inflammatory responses of individuals with
variation in patterns of torpor expression for a larger sample of
WNS survivors.
Skin surface lipids, our proxy for skin function, changed in
saturation and chain length during and following peak wing
damage. Lipid profiles returned to normal, pre-WNS levels
(Pannkuk et al., 2014) on a similar time scale as body mass and
wing condition, which suggests that glandular function was restored
with healing alongside wing integrity. Although the function of
wing surface lipids and glandular secretions from the wings of bats
are not well understood, in general, skin surface lipids in mammals
appear to serve a range of functions from helping reduce cutaneous
water loss to preventing infection with bacterial pathogens (Ziboh
et al., 2000; Feingold, 2007; Drake et al., 2008; Desbois and Smith,
2010). Thus, in addition to an energetic challenge during healing
from WNS, bats may also face challenges associated with reduced
skin function, increased water loss and increased risk of secondary
skin infections. The torpor patterns we observed could counteract
these challenges, because torpid animals experience reduced water
loss and growth rates of pathogenic bacteria (Geiser and Brigham,
2012). Importantly, our results suggest that if bats can survive the
initial challenging period after emergence skin function can recover
quickly alongside skin structure.
Fungal load also declined as bats recovered from WNS. Within
10 days, P. destructans was only present at levels near the limit of
detection, and some individuals had cleared the infection entirely.

However, despite this encouraging decline in infection and the
corresponding risk of transmission, some individuals reacquired
P. destructans after most of the colony had cleared infection,
suggesting that bats were still capable of infecting roostmates, or
that the roost served as an environmental reservoir. Importantly,
we only tested for P. destructans DNA and not viability of
shed fungus.
Although the patterns observed in this study are consistent with
studies of healing in free-ranging bats, our results may not fully
reflect how bats recover in the wild. The bats in our study were in
very poor condition at the start of the study because they were
randomly sampled at the end of hibernation, before males had left
the hibernaculum. Some individuals we captured may never have
survived on their own, and their poor condition could have been
exacerbated by long-distance transport. Bats in our study had ideal
housing conditions, which may have accelerated healing relative to
natural conditions. Finally, diet consisted of mealworms and
nutrient supplements (Barnard, 2009), which may not fully
replicate a natural diet ( particularly relevant for lipid analysis;
Pappas, 2009). However, because bats were provided a diet and
supplements with a spectrum of nutrients, we expect that their diet
was as close to natural as possible and that dietary essential fatty
acids would facilitate synthesis of secreted lipids. Despite these
differences, recovery occurred on a similar time scale as for freeranging bats in the wild and, in our view, these results are useful for
understanding the recovery process from WNS.
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Fig. 5. Torpor expression in survivors of WNS. (A) Representative skin temperature (Tsk) traces for one bat from this study. Note the transition from regular daily
torpor from 3 to 9 May to a long period of shallow torpor bouts from 9 to 15 May. Torpor expression (B) and torpor depth (C) are related to sampling date, concurrent
with rapid increase in body mass (n=7). Solid lines indicate smoothing curves based on GAMM and dashed lines represent ±2 s.e.
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WNS is usually considered a disease of hibernation but our study
highlights that population viability will depend not just on energetics
of hibernation (Frank et al., 2019), but also energy balance during
healing. Although there are few examples of wildlife disease as a
driver of seasonal carryover effects, carryover (Norris, 2005;
O’Connor et al., 2014) is thought to play a role in the impacts of
WNS (Davy et al., 2017). There may be carryover effects from
hibernation into the post-hibernation healing phase, and from the
healing phase into reproduction (Davy et al., 2017). Torpor slows
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Fig. 7. Fungal load of Pseudogymnoascus destructans on little brown
bats recovering from WNS (n=11). All bats tested positive for P. destructans
at capture, fungal load decreased from initial values for the first 10 days of this
study, and although values were very low by the conclusion of the study,
infection persisted at low levels. Only one bat had detectable P. destructans by
day 40. Solid lines indicate smoothing curves based on GAMM and dashed
lines represent ±2 s.e.

gestation and delays parturition (Racey and Swift, 1981; Dzal and
Brigham, 2013), which may reduce the probability of pup survival
beyond their first year (Frick et al., 2010). Alternatively, if reduced
torpor expression is critical for healing and recovery, this could also
negatively affect reproduction by increasing daily energetic demands
and allocation of energy to recovery and thermoregulation rather than
reproduction. It is important to note that our study was conducted with
male bats. Female bats have different energetic requirements in spring
and may select warm roosts, use shallower torpor or avoid torpor more
often than males because of reproductive requirements (Hamilton and
Barclay, 1994; Grinevitch et al., 1995; Dzal and Brigham, 2013).
Although based on males, our results illustrate the additional energetic
cost of WNS, which could have implications for reproduction by
females. We recommend that future studies of WNS impacts and
possible management actions quantify not just population size but
rates of reproduction to assess the potential of carryover effects.
The temporal pattern of torpor expression we observed during
healing suggests that bats recovering from WNS may benefit from
diverse roosting habitat. Bats expressed deep torpor most often
during early healing, but Tsk,min plateaued during the peak healing
phase, which suggests they would benefit from roosts that are
relatively cool much of the time, but that also receive solar exposure,
allowing for passive rewarming (Geiser and Drury, 2003; Warnecke
et al., 2008). This is similar to the changes in thermal requirements
during the reproductive season, where male and non-reproductive
female bats use deep torpor more often and roost away from maternity
sites. Within maternity sites, bats select relatively warmer or cooler
roosting locations based on their energetic requirements, whereas
alternative non-maternity roosts (usually trees) are more suitable
roosting habitat for deep torpor used by males and non-reproductive
females (Hamilton and Barclay, 1994). Protecting or enhancing forest
roosting habitat and/or providing artificial roosts that promote a range
of roosting opportunities could be beneficial for WNS survivors. For
example, Willis and Brigham (2007) found that cavity-roosting bats
gain an energetic benefit from roost sharing with other individuals.
Past forestry practices in North America have limited the number of
large trees with cavities, forcing bats to use buildings as roosts. Forest
management for mixed forest composition, including large trees with
9
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cavities and snags, will provide varied roosting habitat for bats to
choose based on energetic needs.
Effects of WNS clearly carry over to the active season, with
potential implications both for spring survival and summer
reproduction. Many conservation and management strategies
currently being tested or planned focus primarily on actions to
improve survival during hibernation. Our study suggests that
management actions focused on helping bats achieve energy
balance during post-hibernation WNS recovery could also be
crucial for conservation of WNS-affected species.
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